English translation from Malay
Shinzo Abe
Prime Minister of Japan
1-6-1 Nagata-cho
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100-8968
Japan

Sarawak, September 2017

Dear Mr. Prime Minister,
I am the headman of a Penan village called Long Jaik. We live in the deep rainforest of
Borneo. I am turning to you because we have learnt that Japan is using timber from
Sarawak for the construction of the New Olympic Stadium. We understand that the
wood being used to construct the new Olympic Stadium in Tokyo is from a logging
company called Shin Yang. We know this company very well because they have been
operating on our lands without our consent and destroying our forests and the base of
our livelihood and culture for almost two decades. We respectfully request you to
consider our story and use your influence to stop the use of Shin Yang wood in Japan.
We, the Penan, have been living in the rainforests of Borneo for time immemorial, first
as nomadic hunter-gatherers, now as settled communities. Our lives depend very much
on a healthy environment and rainforests. The forests not only provide us with our
livelihood needs, but also with our identity and social wellbeing, just as these ancestral
lands have for our fathers and grandfathers and for their fathers and grandfathers.
Shin Yang has been logging very aggressively in the area of our village. When their
tractors extract a log, they just bulldoze everything around, including our rattan, our
fruit trees and our sago plants. When they extract a log, they just pull it out with no
consideration for our trees and forest resources and no respect for our culture and
rights. They destroy everything in the area where they log. They don’t care. They just log
and take whatever they want without giving us much in return.
Shin Yang has been logging our ancestral forests without our permission or consent.
They have never asked us for our opinion or needs. Therefore, we have been fighting
Shin Yang with blockades and also in court. But our court case is still ongoing. In the
meantime, Shin Yang keeps logging our forests. They still want to take out as much as
possible from our forests.

Dear Prime Minister of Japan, please, make sure Japan does not accept wood that Shin
Yang has stolen from us. As long as Japan continues to accept this wood, Shin Yang will
continue logging our forests and extracting logs daily. Our forests, our trees and our
wood will be depleted and eventually exhausted. And our lives will become even more
difficult.
Thank you very much.
In hope for your sympathy,
Yours sincerely,

Matu Tugang
Headman of Long Jaik
Belaga, Sarawak

